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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the literature on housing “affordability” has exploded.  Here are a dozen or so 
examples representing hundreds of papers.  For data sources and evaluation, for example Ahir 
and Loungani (2019), Kallergis et al. (2018), Lupton and Vaisman (2016).  Research papers 
abound, see for example Diamond and McQuade (2019), Leishman (2015), Albuouy, Ehrlich and 
Liu (2016) and Leung, Ng and Tang (2020).  Policy studies are represented by Bertaud (2010), 
Freeman and Schuetz (2017), Glaeser, Gyourko and Saks (2005).  There are many advocacy 
pieces such as Peppercorn (2016) and Charles and Guna (2019).  Papers such as Quigley and 
Raphael (2004) blend some combination of the above. 

But this conference takes place in 2020, when the Sars-COV-2 pandemic (hereafter the 
coronavirus, or simply the pandemic) is sweeping the globe.  Problems which are analyzed 
under the rubric “housing affordability” predate the coronavirus, of course, but the pandemic is 
exacerbating these problems, both directly and indirectly. 

Certainly, the pandemic will be top of mind to many for the rest of 2020 and another year at 
least. But the pandemic is not the last such shock we are likely to face in the next few decades. 

The next section of this paper will review, briefly and non-technically, a few salient points about 
the pandemic and its effect on economies. The following section will discuss housing 
affordability in general, and add a few germane observations relevant to the current situation. 
Next we discuss some policy options, in general and in light of the pandemic. We end the paper 
with a very brief catalog of selected possible additional future shocks, examples of what might 
be faced after (and possibly during) the present pandemic.  

II. THE ENVIRONMENT: THE PANDEMIC AND THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

A. Data on the Coronavirus

We begin with some basic data on the coronavirus. Figure 1 presents country level data on 
confirmed cases as of early October 2020, plotted by a commonly used measure of GDP per 
capita. Note the logarithmic scales.  Each circle represents a single country, and the area of the 
circle is proportional to its recent population. Each circle is centered with a three letter ISO 
code identifying the country; a list of all the codes is available at: 
https://www.iban.com/country-codes. 

https://www.iban.com/country-codes
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Figure 1 

COVID-19 data from Johns Hopkins University’s website are among the best comprehensive 
data readily available, but are still of highly variable quality and comparability. And of course, by 
the time this paper sees print, updating this data on this fast-moving pandemic will be 
necessary.1  

Taking the data at face value, there appears to be a slight tendency for higher income countries 
to have higher population-adjusted caseloads. Several possibilities could underly such a 
pattern, and they are not mutually exclusive. While the outbreak apparently originated near 
Wuhan China, it’s not surprising that the first cases outside China were countries with 
substantial travel linkages, in Europe and the United States. And while every country faces data 
challenges, lower-income countries have fewer resources, broadly speaking, so many do less 

1 See the Johns Hopkins University site https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html or the coronavirus library updated 
regularly at http://reudviewpoint.blogspot.com/2020/03/a-small-posting-on-big-problem.html. 
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testing and therefore uncover fewer of the cases extant.2 Future research will undoubtedly 
spend more time examining excess deaths, that is, spikes in mortality relative to long term 
trends. The United States is only one country that appears to undercount cases and deaths by a 
significant amount (Woolf et al. 2020). 

Figures 1 is of course static.  A convenient source for country specific trends is Our World in 
Data.  We will not reproduce their charts here but an examination of their site at 
https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus demonstrates that the time path of countries at similar 
levels today can be quite different. For example as of this writing, the United States and Brazil 
have similar caseloads (roughly 2,300 cases per 100,000 people) but in May when the U.S. was 
at about 500 per 100,000, Brazil was at 160; by the beginning of September, Brazil had caught 
up to the U.S. China of course started off ahead of other countries, as it was the epicenter of 
the first noticeable outbreaks, but with rigorous constraints on travel and strict public health 
measures put in place they have apparently kept cases at a low level since. 

2 See Schellekens and Sourouille (2020).  While broadly low-income countries have extra challenges regarding 
resources, including public health institutions, as Arntsen (2020) notes, a number of countries that have 
experienced SARS, MERS and Ebola epidemics “punch above their weight” in such basic public health measures as 
testing and contact tracing. 

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
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Figure 2 

Figure 2 presents two more key variables, deaths per 100,000 population, and the case fatality 
rate. The United States is somewhere in the middle on the case fatality rate, but with about 
2,300 deaths per 100,000, the U.S. has one of the highest death rates in the world.  Our 
210,000 deaths (early October 2020) are about five times the level we expect given the U.S. 
share of world population.  For those who still think COVID-19 is equivalent to a typical flu 
season, U.S. deaths from influenza averaged 34,000 over the past five seasons. 

Full discussion of Figures 1 and 2, all the possible qualifications, and detailed discussions of 
policies and determinants would take us too far afield for such a short note. But with over a 
million deaths worldwide, that itself probably a significant undercount, and still rising into the 
fall, the death toll from the virus already exceeds annual tolls from tuberculosis, malaria, and 
several other serious diseases (Deaton 2013). 

Deaths are the most severe outcome and the one that many of us track most carefully, but it is 
only one cost of the pandemic. Morbidity, financial costs, shutdowns in the economy, medical 
costs, effects on housing, employment and many other spillovers from this virus are further 
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testaments to the disease’s seriousness. A few of these, particularly housing, will be discussed 
further later in this paper. But first let us examine a few basics about how such a pandemic 
progresses, and how it may be stopped. 

B. Some Very Basic Epidemiology3

Every beginning business or economics students, or student of epidemiology, is familiar with 
the properties of exponential growth, the first panel of Figure 3.  Exponential growth is basically 
a process of repeated doubling of some variable, and early on our students are introduced, and 
properly amazed, at the implications of a long run of exponential growth at some non-trivial 
rate.  The classic if apocryphal story from the 13th century Syrian scholar Ibn Khallikan still 
provides the best introduction.  The story is of a king who offered to reward the inventor of 
chess.  That worthy made a simple request; he asked the king for a grain of wheat on the first 
square of a chessboard, followed by 2 grains on the next square, 4 on the third, and so on.  The 
king foolishly agreed, according to the story, before he computed 264 which is actually a very 
large number indeed.4  Thus physicist Albert Allen Bartlett’s famous comment that “the 
greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to understand the exponential 
function.” 

3 See Saracci (2010) for a brief and non-technical introduction to some other important concepts in epidemiology.  
MIT’s Department of Biology has an excellent series of online video lectures about the science of the pandemic at 
https://biology.mit.edu/undergraduate/current-students/subject-offerings/covid-19-sars-cov-2-and-the-
pandemic/.  
4 264 = 1.8x1019 = 18 billion billon grains of wheat; that’s about 400 years of today’s annual wheat production. 

https://biology.mit.edu/undergraduate/current-students/subject-offerings/covid-19-sars-cov-2-and-the-pandemic/
https://biology.mit.edu/undergraduate/current-students/subject-offerings/covid-19-sars-cov-2-and-the-pandemic/
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Figure 3 

The relevance of this story, and of the exponential function, for the problem at hand is well 
known.  Stop an epidemic early, before it overwhelms the public health system, and becomes a 
pandemic. 

Of course, all the exponential processes we concern ourselves with, whether the spread of 
viruses or the growth of economic variables, have bounds, giving rise to another famous 
comment, by economist Herb Stein, “when something can’t go on forever, it will stop.”  Many 
exponential growth processes slow down, or even morph into some other model entirely.5  
That includes epidemics.  That is, the exponential function is only a useful description of 
epidemics and other growth processes early on. Even if there is 100% infection, with a finite 
population there will be a limit on how many people can be infected; in virtually all real world 

5 Another example:  from 1996 to 2006, average real house prices grew by 7 percent per annum in the U.S.  
Investors and others who expected those growth rates to continue indefinitely – and there were more than there 
should have been – hadn’t thought through the implication that caught the Syrian king: that continued 7 percent 
real growth in an economy growing at most 3 percent implies that asymptotically housing would become nearly 
the entire economy.  Herb Stein strikes again. 
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cases, before that limit is reached, the growth process will slow down. In a stylized way it will 
move from looking like an exponential growth to, say, a logistic growth process, where there is 
a point of inflection (the second panel of Figure 3). 

But if epidemics ever go away, they need to turn down some day.  We need a third function, at 
least. 

One candidate might be a Gaussian (“normal”) process: growth appears exponential at first, 
peaks, then turns down.  But Gaussian processes have a sharp peak, i.e. are bell shaped.  An 
epidemic might be flatter on top.  Weibull and other distributions might work better, i.e. the 
frequency distributions of infections, deaths etc. will not be strictly normal.  Modelers examine 
related distributions that are “flat on top,” have other properties, as in the third panel of Figure 
3.6 

Of course, that does not exhaust the possibilities, e.g. that there will be cycles or waves of 
periodic infection. 

In terms of simple mathematics, our task is to attack the pandemic, or any serious infection, 
early, while the growth curve is still flat. How to do that is another matter. The next section 
presents some simple principles, known to all readers by now, that are proven effective tools 
for controlling such an epidemic. 

C. A Thumbnail Guide to Public Health Measures in a Pandemic

In a pandemic, public health policy is economic policy. The idea that there is a sharp trade-off 
between public health measures and the economy is a false dichotomy (Lin and Meissner 
2020).  Figure 4 illustrates the three key policies that underly a successful, early response to 
infectious disease.  Those are:  test widely but appropriately for the presence of the disease; 
when tests are positive, quarantine the infected; and trace their contacts (Peto et al. 2020).  
Countries which took these steps early, like Korea, were largely successful in restraining the 
course of the pandemic, and largely avoided costly lockdowns (Choi 2020; Kucharski et al. 
2020).  Countries which did not – notably the United States – suffered high initial rates of 
infection, hospitalizations and deaths, and then introduced costly and poorly designed 
lockdowns.  These were often highly politicized, incomplete, and ill-timed at best.  Mask 
wearing has been sporadic, and has strangely morphed into a hot-button political issue.  In 
general, much of the United States has neglected the serious policies required to stem local 
outbreaks and keep them under control (Altman 2020; Gerstein 2020; Yong 2020).7 

6 The third panel of Figure 3 is discussed at https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/203629/is-there-a-plateau-
shaped-distribution.  Extensive discussion of these and other models can be found at Chowell et al. (2016) and 
Sietos and Russo (2013). 
7 Korea and the United States are used here as examples.  A detailed panel database of government responses to 
the pandemic is documented in Cheng (2020) and can be found at https://www.coronanet-project.org/.  

https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/203629/is-there-a-plateau-shaped-distribution
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/203629/is-there-a-plateau-shaped-distribution
https://www.coronanet-project.org/
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Figure 4 

Of course, there are many other steps to be taken in support of the tripartite approach.  
Individuals need to wear masks, practice social distancing, and wash hands often and 
thoroughly.  Governments need to ensure a plentiful and well-distributed supply of personal 
protective equipment (PPE) to health care workers and others in regular contact with the public 
such as transport workers, grocery clerks, etc.  Macro and micro policies will be required to 
support incomes.  An effective national health system, a government that relies on the best 
evidence as it evolves, transparency of information, and social trust are additional prerequisites 
of success.  Shutdowns/shelter-in-place may be required if the tripartite approach is not in 
place sufficiently early. Ongoing study and rollout of treatments, and accelerated development 
of vaccines, will require substantial efforts by private and public sector alike.  Eventually these 
will require widespread, subsidized dissemination of therapies and vaccines. 

Testing but especially contact tracing and quarantine are much more feasible early in any 
epidemic. Once the epidemic is well established in the population the resources both financial 
and human grow along with the caseload, that is in early days exponentially. Furthermore, 
when large numbers of people are affected and tracked and quarantined, political opposition 
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curve with a tripartite approach, 
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may be more substantial. That’s why it’s important to test heavily and combine the testing with 
effective contact tracing and quarantine early on.  

D. Economic Growth and Decline During and After the Pandemic

The pandemic has strained health systems, has put millions out of work at one point or 
another, disrupted supply chains, and inflicted simultaneous supply shocks and demand shocks 
on most national economies.  The global economy has undoubtedly experienced a contraction 
larger than the initial months of the Great Financial Crisis/Great Recession.  No consensus label 
has yet appeared, but we’ll follow Diebold (2020) and take the Pandemic Recession as our 
working title. 

Figures 5 and 6 plot data from 159 countries for which we were able to obtain estimates of 
2019 GDP growth and forecasts of 2020 GDP growth from either World Bank World Economic 
Prospects or OECD Economic Outlook. The World Bank has much better coverage of lower- and 
middle-income countries but little country specific detail on much of Europe; whereas OECD 
presents separate results for many of the higher income countries.8   

8 Several countries are contained in both databases; the World Bank and OECD estimates/forecasts were similar 
over these two years, and where there was overlap, Bank data are used here.  See https://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/economics/data/oecd-economic-outlook-statistics-and-projections_eo-data-en and 
https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects#overview to obtain the data.  The 
horizontal axis is 2017 GDP per capita in dollars using the World Bank’s Atlas method.  These are available from 
https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/world-development-indicators. We used 2017 data instead of the 
latest WDI year, 2018, because there were a number of missing values for 2017, and the differences between 2017 
and 2018 did not make a material difference in the charts.  

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/data/oecd-economic-outlook-statistics-and-projections_eo-data-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/data/oecd-economic-outlook-statistics-and-projections_eo-data-en
https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects#overview
https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/world-development-indicators
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Figure 5 

Taking these 2019 growth estimates at face value, Figure 5 shows that just before the 
pandemic, most economies were growing.  The IMF’s World Economic Outlook projected 3 
percent aggregate global growth. Among the roughly 20 economies failing to grow pre-
pandemic, the worst performers were Iran and Zimbabwe, shrinking by 8 percent; Equatorial 
Guinea and Lebanon, declining by 6 percent; Nicaragua declining by 4 percent and Sudan 3 
percent; Argentina down 2 percent.  At the other end, China was estimated to grow at 6 
percent, about the same rate as the Philippines, Egypt, Tanzania and Myanmar.  Ghana and 
Cote d’Ivoire were edging towards 7 percent growth while Rwanda and Ethiopia turned two of 
the best performances at 9 percent. The other Asian giant, India, grew at 4 percent.  Korea’s 
growth rate of 2 percent was disappointing for that long run top performer; the U.S. was just a 
bit over 2.  Overall, while China was slowing down from the top growth rates of the previous 
decade, a number of African countries were performing well, albeit from a lower base. 
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Figure 6 

Figure 6 shows the decline in GDP is forecast to hit most countries. Overall, taking the World 
Bank and OECD 2020 GDP growth estimate forecasts at face value, these institutions expect 
world output to fall by about 5 percent in 2020. This is more than double the 2 percent decline 
in global GDP between 2008 and 2009, the height of the Global Great Recession.   

Of the 159 countries for which either World Bank or OECD presents forecasts, 23 countries are 
forecast to have a GDP decline of 10 percent or more including such major economies as Peru, 
Iraq, France, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, the Czech Republic and Slovakia as well as Botswana, 
usually one of Africa’s top performers. Among countries forecast to have substantial 7 or 8 
percent declines we find the United States, India, and Russia. China’s decline is forecast to be 5 
percent. 
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Why does a 5 or 10 percent decline in GDP matter so much?  The problem is not entirely the 
decline in GDP per se. If U.S. real per capita GDP falls by 10 percent, that country is back to the 
level of the beginning of 2014. If it falls by 20% (a larger drop than the U.S. saw in any year 
during the Great Depression), that takes the U.S. back to early 2002.  

In terms of levels and material standard of living, life in the United States was certainly not 
intolerable then. The problem is that these losses are very unevenly distributed; in general they 
will fall more on the bottom of the income distribution.  There’s also the problem of loss 
aversion, that people feel the negative psychological effects of a 10 percent loss in income 
much more than the positive effects of a similarly sized increase in income.   

A 5 or 10 percent decline in a country with much lower levels of income, with less in the way of 
government and social safety nets, would be an even more serious matter.  For example, in 
lower-income countries, the pandemic puts recent progress in the decline in extreme poverty 
at risk.  At the country level, research confirms that poverty rates decline whenever GDP grows 
faster, and also when the distribution of income becomes more even (Bourguignon 2004, 
Lakner et al. 2020).  Table 1 presents the World Bank’s projected global increases in extreme 
poverty, i.e. below the oft-used $1.90 per day threshold.9  The Bank’s June 2020 Global 
Economic Prospects forecasts an increase in economic inequality (larger Gini coefficients) as 
well as slower growth; the Table presents their estimates of the number of people and 
percentage of global population below this very low threshold based on alternative outcomes 
for growth and distribution.  Their baseline case projects 71 million more individuals crashing 
back below this poverty threshold, and under alternative scenarios this number could easily 
double or more. 

Table 1 

9 These particular simulation results can be found at 
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/poverty/brief/projected-poverty-impacts-of-COVID-19. The $1.90/day 
poverty threshold has many limitations and many critics, but we present it here as a first look at such issues. 

No change 1% 2% 5% No change 1% 2% 5%
Baseline 71 90 105 162 0.9 1.2 1.4 2.1
Downside 100 116 131 188 1.3 1.5 1.7 2.4
2% less than downside 124 141 158 217 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.8

Scenarios for effect of COVID-19 on 2020 extreme poverty ($1.90/day)  from World Bank

Growth in each 
country's real GDP

Impact on global poverty headcount (millions)

Increase in each country's Gini index

Impact on global poverty rate (percentage points)

Increase in each country's Gini index

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/poverty/brief/projected-poverty-impacts-of-COVID-19
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And of course, the ongoing recession is not just about GDP or income, or even poverty.  Just to 
bring in one of many other crucial outcomes, from Ann Case and Angus Deaton, Deaths of 
Despair and the Future of Capitalism: 

Jobs are not just the source of money; they are the basis for the rituals, 
customs, and routines of working-class life. Destroy work and, in the end, 
working-class life cannot survive. It is the loss of meaning, of dignity, of 
pride, and of self-respect that comes with a loss of marriage and of 
community that brings on despair, not just or even primarily loss of money. 

What shape can we expect for a recovery post 2020, or later?  V, or U or L? Or the Nike 
“swoosh” (sharp decline, slow but steady rebound)?  Or a W?  The “usual suspects” – the World 
Bank, the IMF, OECD among others – also present forecasts for 2021.  I have not presented 
those here.  Most of those forecasts show a sharp rebound in 2021.   

As always, the farther out we forecast – even two years instead of one – the shakier our 
ground.  As much as I would like to see a sharp rebound in 2021, several barriers come to mind.  
In this situation, the economy is hostage to the virus, and unfortunately in October 2020 we are 
already seeing the resurgence many expected, as schools, restaurants, places of worship and 
other closed.  As already alluded to, the U.S. response has been hamstrung by our politics; one 
could quickly list a few dozen other countries where the government response has ranged from 
disappointing (UK?) to disastrous (Brazil?) with many (India?) somewhere in between.  Even 
countries with strong responses, like New Zealand, are grappling with a rebounding virus at this 
writing.  On the plus side, the resources and speed devoted to vaccine development are 
unparalleled; but having one or more safe and effective  vaccines in hand, say as 2021 dawns, 
will still require the better part of another year, if not more, to produce and distribute globally.   

Whether recovery comes in 2021, or some time later, there will be other large issues to grapple 
with.  Two immediately come to mind.  The first issue, alluded to above, is that the recovery is 
likely to be very unequal.  Figure 7 was developed with the U.S. in mind, but can readily be 
adapted to other countries.  The second issue is that such a severe recession, accompanied by 
social and political disruptions, sows the seeds of slow growth going forward.  Many countries 
will find their students’ education seriously disrupted for at least two years.  In the worst cases, 
students are out of school altogether, and in the “best” cases students in richer countries are 
learning online, which is a very imperfect substitute for in-class education.  This hit to human 
capital will not easily be made up, and may well retard growth for many years past the 
recession itself. 
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Figure 7 

III. HOUSING “AFFORDABILITY:” CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

“Affordable housing” has many meanings: 

• Sometimes, what people are willing to pay.
• Sometimes, what people ought to pay.
• Sometimes, housing units that rent or sell for moderate amounts (e.g. rents less than 30

percent of income, or houses selling for less than $100,000).
• Sometimes, housing units in particular housing programs (e.g. public housing or Section

42 LIHTC units).
• Sometimes, housing units utilized by particular kinds of households (e.g. very low

income).

V, U, L or W recovery – or maybe a “Trident?”
The distribution of income and wealth is about to worsen.

Beneficiaries of asset price inflation under Fed 
policies; tech firms, streaming platforms e.g. Google, 
Zoom, Netflix; selected pharma and biotechnology 
firms; apex online retailers with delivery channels e.g. 
Amazon, Walmart; food delivery.  Online education 
(Khan Academy, Coursera).  M&A will increase as firm 
concentration goes on steroids.

High-school-and-below educated workers; households 
with fragile balance sheets; airline and other transport 
industries; hospitality and leisure sectors; bricks-and-
mortar retail; much of the “gig economy” e.g. Uber; 
state and local governments and their employees; 
taxpayers in general; many charities; universities; highly 
leveraged commercial real estate, especially in CBDs.

Middle class white-collar employees able to work from 
home; residents of cities/regions adopting effective 
public health policies, with high trust cultures wearing 
masks etc.; owners of single-family suburban housing.
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A. Affordability from the Demand Side

Housing “affordability” is often measured by some threshold rent-to-income or price-to-income 
ratio.  Such measures can be useful but also misleading, and always incomplete.  Studies across 
a wide range of countries find that within markets the income elasticity of demand is positive 
but less than one, that is housing is a necessity (Malpezzi and Mayo 1985; Whitehead 1999; 
Malpezzi and Wachter 2012).  This means rent-to-income ratios and similar measures based on 
some kind of budget share will systematically be higher for low income households because of 
basic preferences. 

Figure 8 

Figure 8, taken from Green and Malpezzi (2003), uses American Housing Survey data to 
illustrate how housing’s budget share actually changes with income within the United States. 

To prepare Exhibit 3 Green and Malpezzi began with about 60,000 individual survey 
households, renters and owners. We sorted that data into 10 income deciles, where decile 1 is 

Housing Expenditure: Rent-to-Income Ratios, by 
Income Decile (Renters)
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the lowest income group, and decile 10 is the highest.  We then focused on renters, and 
calculated the rent-to-income ratio for about 20,000 individual survey households.  Within each 
income decile, we then calculated the median of the individual rent-to-income ratios. The thick 
red line in the middle presents the median rent-to-income within each of the 10 deciles. The 
blue lines above and below the median line are similar calculation for the first and third 
quartiles of rent-to-income within each group. 

The pattern is strong and obvious. Budget shares fall as incomes rise, consistent with what 
economists call inelastic demand; in plain English, housing, like food, is a necessity. Further, the 
variance within deciles falls dramatically as income rises. This general pattern holds up even if 
we control for other household characteristics. Homeowner demand, not shown, is similarly 
inelastic.   Whitehead (1999) and Malpezzi and Wachter (2012) review some of the large 
academic literature that repeatedly confirms the patterns in Figure 8.  We have a lot more to 
learn about these cross-country patterns; but it seems clear that within a market, housing is a 
“necessity,” i.e. a good with an income elasticity of demand less than one. 

The key result for our purposes is that the constant rent-to-income ratio threshold used in most 
affordability calculations runs counter to the empirical evidence of how households actually 
spend their money.  If we adopt the willingness-to-pay or ability-to-pay perspectives, we’d have 
this threshold rising as incomes fall.  Making such a change is unrealistic, however, partly 
because it’s complicated, and partly because it would be politically untenable.  We will later use 
the standard affordability thresholds, but aware that as long as we use such a simple approach, 
“unaffordability will always be with us.” 

The usual threshold metrics are based on averages or medians; within market variance matters 
too.  Nevertheless, these thresholds are ubiquitous, and simple measures can still be useful 
diagnostics if used keeping their shortcomings in mind.  Choosing the best thresholds, the 
cleanest shirt in the dirty laundry, requires micro data and careful analysis to supplement 
simple diagnostics. 

B. Other Elements of Affordability: the Distribution of Incomes, Transportation and Services;
Homelessness

“Affordability” problems are not just about rents and/or housing values. When we examine the 
usual ratios, rent-to-income, price-to-income ratios and the like, obviously they are formed 
from two numbers.  Only one of those numbers is primarily about the housing market. 
Affordability in any meaningful sense has to take account of incomes, as well as rents and 
prices, as emphasized in Leung, Ng and Tang (2020).  

Related issues of concern can be extended further, to examine the role of wealth, 
demographics, and various special categories of housing consumers.  These might include 
housing targeted for seniors, the disabled, refugees, students, military and veterans, particular 
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elements of the workforce including teachers and public safety workers, nursing and hospice 
care, housing for the incarcerated as well as the recently released, shelter from domestic 
violence and other forms of supportive housing.   See, for example, Newman (2001), Fakhoury 
et al. (2002), OECD (2015). 

Homelessness is another category which is broader than it first appears, as research 
demonstrates the homeless are by no means a homogenous population. These are important 
issues that we will not be able to address in this short note, although the pandemic and its 
related e current presentation.  See, for example, Ellen and O’Flaherty (2010) and Plouin (2019) 
for general discussion, and Banerjee and Bhattacharya (2020) and World Health Organization 
(2020) for discussion of homelessness in the context of the pandemic. 

When we examined the decline in GDP, above, we were examining aggregates which are 
correlated with, but not the same as, incomes.  And as is well known, the distribution of income 
within a country is just as important a diagnostic for housing affordability as housing costs.  
Figure 9 presents representative data from the UK to remind us of this fact.10  

10 Data and figure retrieved from https://ourworldindata.org/incomes-across-the-distribution. 

https://ourworldindata.org/incomes-across-the-distribution
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Figure 9 

Utilities are an important component of shelter costs, whether households pay directly, or 
through their landlord. 

Other recurrent costs, such as property taxes and maintenance need to be paid, or passed 
through in higher rents. 

Transportation costs and housing costs are inextricably linked.  Often, moving to a more 
affordable location means higher transportation costs. 

Low-income urban households often don’t own automobiles, which places an additional 
constraint on their location: they need to find a unit near public transit.  See Glaeser Kahn and 
Rappaport (2008). 
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C. Affordability and Housing Supply

Figure 10 takes another shot at the idea of a simple median or average as a “sufficient statistic” 
for the state of a housing market.  Depending on the distribution of units on offer, a market 
with a higher average or median rent (or market value) can actually have more “affordable” 
housing. 

Figure 10 

Figure 10 is very stylized, extremely so, to make the point an obvious one. When our focus is on 
the mean or median price or rent, we can miss important characteristics of the market. 

In Figure 10, one city, which we’ll call Bluetown, has an average rent of $2000 per month with a 
narrow standard deviation of $300.  The other city, Red City, has a higher average rent, but a 
much wider variation in types of houses and costs of same.  In Red City units on offer at $1,000 
and even some at $500, But in Bluetown city if you want something at $1,000 or less, you are 
out of luck. 
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Of course from an affordability perspective, the worst of all possible worlds could be a narrow 
distribution at a very high price – a blue distribution shifted to the right. 

Side note: in the real world, the distribution of rents and values usually truncated on the left, 
and skewed more to the right, compared to the nicely symmetric distribution that we show 
here. In such a market, the average or mean rent or value will be greater, sometimes 
substantially greater, than the median. None of this departure from normality negates the 
point we've made with this Figure: cities with a wider distribution of housing product on offer 
are more affordable, everything else equal. 

Sometimes it’s important to focus on a particular market segment, e.g. if there is a “missing 
middle” of the market or market is no producing for low income households. A well-functioning 
market produces for the high-end as well, or programs for the middle and low end will not 
succeed. 

There are numerous examples of markets not so producing in which low-income production 
programs are taken over by higher income but poorly housed households (especially if these 
latter are politically well-connected). See for example the case of Nairobi’s public housing in the 
1980s (Westin 1985).  Nevertheless, housing markets are often tilted against low income 
consumers.  See examples from Malaysia (Hannah et al.), Africa (Rust et al.) 

Another common fallacy in discussion of “affordable” housing is to focus exclusively, or nearly 
so, on the price and composition of new construction.  In all but the fastest growing countries, 
new construction is generally 1-3% of the total stock in any given year.  

Programs that try to mandate “affordable” new construction are rarely effective.  For example, 
studies of U.S. “Inclusionary zoning” programs find that at most 3-7% of new units are labeled 
“affordable.” Even at full bore new construction, 7% of 3% is 0.2% of a city’s housing stock. 

Despite the common focus on public production programs (public housing, council housing) 
most affordable housing comes from “filtering.”  That is, as homes age, they often filter down 
to become affordable housing. 

Specifically, as units “filter down,” they pass from higher-income households (owners or 
tenants) to lower-income households.  Units can also “filter up”—that is, pass from poor 
households to those with higher incomes, if a neighborhood is undergoing “revitalization” or 
“gentrification.”  

There are three different definitions of filtering: 

• “Income filtering,” based on changes in the income of households living in the unit;
• “Price filtering,” based on changes in price per unit of housing services from a unit ; and
• “Quantity filtering,” based on changes in quantity of housing services from a unit.

Figure 11, from Rosenthal (2014) illustrates income filtering in U.S. housing. 
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Figure 11 

There are ways to make filtering more effective; and for that matter, some perverse policies 
can impede it.  Among best practices we can mention: 

• Don’t unduly restrict new construction, even at the high end.  Today’s new construction
is tomorrow’s filtered, “affordable” housing.

• High income tenants will not go away; without new construction, there will be more
“filtering up,” i.e. gentrification of desirable older properties.

• Be careful about regulations, taxes etc. that discourage the subdivision of existing units,
“granny flats,” reasonable numbers of unrelated roommates.

• Maintain/improve transportation networks and public schools, complementary
investments benefiting all but especially low- and moderate-income households.

• Undertake applied research on possible “omitted middle” housing stock and, if
necessary, remedies.

• Mobility, turnover, can increase the effectiveness of filtering.  Don’t impede!

Rosenthal repeat income indexes:
renter filtering in the U.S.

Renters of new 
housing are, on 
average, the highest 
income renters.  (No 
surprise!)

As units age, filtering 
occurs and average 
incomes of tenants 
served declines, by 
about 2 percent per 
year; until relative 
incomes level off 
when units are about 
30 years old.

Average income of tenants in 30 year 
old units is about 40% of the average 
income of tenants in new units.

Some of the oldest units are high quality “survivors” in good locations
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IV. SOME POLICY RECIPES

There are many books and papers that advocate a simple solution to housing affordability, 
sometimes referred to as a “silver bullet” solution.  Malpezzi (2015) lists some of them and 
provides representative references; Figure 12 is reproduced from that presentation. 

Figure 12 

Bouillon (2012), InterAmerican Development Bank, Room for Development evaluates such 
solutions well: 

“There is no silver bullet to solve the complex maze of housing issues… but there are discernible 
paths in the right direction.  The solutions should be tailored to local needs, comprehensive, 
and attend to the different aspects of the problem. They should be pragmatic, rather than 
ideological…” 

In this section, drawing on a number of policy reviews including Angel and Mayo (1993), 
Bertaud (2018), Bouillon (2012), Glaeser and Gyourko (2008), Hoek-Smit (2011), Malpezzi 
(2015), Salvi del Pero et al. (2016) and Whitehead (1999), among others. 

Sometimes it seems like the answer to housing problems is 
simple.  There are advocates for each of the following as the 

“silver bullet” that will “solve most housing problems.”

• More public housing.

• Get rid of public housing.
• Control rents.

• Get rid of rent controls.

• “Sites and services” projects (low cost
land development).

• Give households formal title to their
houses and land.

• “Inclusionary zoning” that requires
developers to build a certain amount of
“affordable” housing.

• Upgrading houses and neighborhoods.
• Stop “gentrification.”

• Recognize housing as a fundamental
“right.”

• Smaller lot sizes, higher density.

• Community land trusts.
• More mass production techniques in

housing construction.

• “Henry George” 100% taxation of land
rent.

• Lower mortgage rates, lower down-
payment requirements, lengthen
mortgage maturities.

• Strengthen mortgage underwriting and
reverse policies on the preceding bullet
point.

• Increase private investment.

• Penalize “speculators.”
• Many more we could list…

Notice that the “silver bullet” solutions on offer are often inconsistent, 
and sometimes diametrically opposed.
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Taken as a whole, those studies argue that the fundamental causes of affordability problems 
are usually the result of some combination of 

• Low incomes, highly unequal distributions of income, poverty (these three are related
but they are not the same)

• Inappropriate land use and development regulations
• Difficult physical geography
• Market failures in housing finance
• Government failures in housing finance
• Inadequate infrastructure

Cutting through housing affordability problems can often be fruitfully approached through a 
two-pronged approach.  On the supply side, reform real estate institutions and regulations, as 
emphasized in many of the sources above as well as Barker (2006) and Monkkonen and 
Ronconi (2013).  On the demand side, some form of housing voucher or allowance is often an 
efficient and equitable way to subsidize appropriate households, as emphasized above and in 
Griggs and Kemp (2012).  Globally, many countries have been moving from supply-side 
programs (public housing, council housing) to demand-side programs, as documented in Hills et 
al. (1990). 

Housing allowances or vouchers take on a particular importance whenever there is need for 
emergency income support.  Detailed policy options were developed for the U.S. during the 
Great Financial Crisis by Davis et al. (2009) and Foote et al. (2009).  The circumstances were 
somewhat different then, when the initial focus was on households facing mortgage defaults in 
the face of high unemployment and the collapse of a housing price boom; now renters are 
among the first in line for help.  Nevertheless, readers of those plans will find a number of 
general principles that can be readily adopted to conditions in other countries and in a situation 
where renters and homeowners alike face defaults. 

On the regulatory front, systems vary enormously from country to country, and sometimes 
within countries.  Here we present some general observations that can help frame one’s 
reading of more detailed explorations like Bertaud, Barker, and others. 

Cost and benefit of regulatory actions is often difficult.  Consider a system of “regulatory 
triage.” Figure 13 presents a simple overview schema.  Some regulations have benefits that 
clearly exceed costs – e.g. well-designed fire codes.  Retain these, enforce them, and consider 
strengthening where necessary. 

Some regulations have costs that clearly exceed benefits.  To give one example, Mumbai’s 
overly stringent FSI (floor space index, often called FAR or floor area ratio in other countries) 
has been shown to be an example of such a regulation by Bertaud (2004).  Relaxation is 
indicated (and is underway). 
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The cost-benefit ratio of other regulations may be indeterminate.  In such in-between cases we 
may temporarily table the discussion while we focus on the other regulations that require 
strengthening, or modification, or removal.  But in due course, more applied research may shed 
new light on this third class. 

Figure 13 

During the pandemic several classes of regulation have come to the fore and posed some 
thorny questions.  One in particular that comes up is imposing or strengthening rent controls, in 
the face of significant numbers of renters facing unemployment.  This is usually coupled with a 
discussion of “second generation” rent controls, which vary in design but are generally less 
draconian than the sorts of controls put in place in many countries during wartime (Fetter 
2016), or the strict controls on the housing occupied by Indian civil servants.  Arnott (1995) 
presents a thorough survey of the design issues in second generation controls; Turner and 
Malpezzi present a wealth of empirical evidence on costs and benefits of different types of 
controls. 

 The idea that we'd use the pandemic as an opportunity to implement "modern" rent control 
raises some issues.  True, second generation rent control is better than the old-fashioned rent 
freezes, but over time they can perform poorly on both efficiency and distributional grounds.  
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In fact a central lesson of the Turner-Malpezzi review of rent control research is that the 
distributional effects can actually be  perverse.   

This discussion of policies, focusing some broad comments on housing allowances and 
regulations, hardly exhausts the subject.  Other important issues that we’ve said little about 
here, but which would be discussed more fully if unconstrained would surely include more on 
the special problems faced in low-income informal settlements (Buckley 2020); finance (Hoek; 
Renaud); infrastructure (Banerjee and Morella 2011; Litman 2013) and the political economy of 
reforms (Kim and Kim 2000).  Readings cited throughout this paper can provide additional 
details about how to evaluate and improve a wide range of housing policies, and perforce, 
affordability. 

V. SCENARIOS; FUTURE STRESSES?

Figure 14 

An incomplete list of some major risks, 
in no particular order…

• Financial risks
‒ See experience of 2007-

2009; and discussion in 
Reinhardt and Rogoff

• Geopolitical risks, e.g. those
related to:
‒ Rise of autocracies, selective 

retreat of stable polities
‒ Failure to address problems 

that require international 
cooperation

• Negative spillovers from new
technologies
‒ Reduced employment and 

wage prospects for low and 
mid-skilled workers

‒ Erosion of privacy and 
political rights

• Water shortages, increased
salinity in agricultural soil,
subsidence (e.g. Jakarta)

• Risks from natural disasters,
climate change
‒ Floods, wildfires, 

earthquakes…
• Terrorism, especially if WMDs

proliferate
• Flashpoints (Western

Asia/Middle East, Korea,
Kashmir…) leading to serious
conflict between states

• Tensions from forced migrations,
refugees, aging populations

• Cyberattacks, from state actors,
terrorists, rogue individuals

• Major failures of infrastructure
‒ Inadequate maintenance; 

attacks (including cyber); 
failure to keep up with new 
technologies and demand

• Pandemics
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At the 2018 AREUEA/AsRES conference in Songdo (near Seoul) Korea, I presented a draft of 
“The Future of Real Estate,” a joint project with Morris Davis and Julia Coronado.   Obviously, 
we nailed our prediction!  Well, not really, it was the last point mentioned on a slide full of risks.  

Cities are resilient to shocks, even pandemics.  But not necessarily to trends.  An 
epidemic/pandemic, a hurricane, a bombing, are one-time shocks, of limited duration.  Cities, 
their populations, and their housing stocks can recover from extreme shocks, even weapons of 
mass destruction (Davis and Weinstein 2002); especially with an appropriate government 
response.  Contrast East and West German cities and housing stocks post WWII. 

Climate change (including but not limited to sea level rise) is not a limited duration shock.  It’s a 
permanent shift in the environment.  Venice, Mumbai, New York, Miami, Guangzhou, Newport 
News are among many cities facing something much more difficult than a pandemic, over the 
next century. 

Changes in demand, technology can be shocks, or trends.  A trend: steelmaking is not coming 
back to Pittsburgh or Birmingham.  Cities can adapt to trends, e.g. changing economic base; 
such adaptation is costly and requires appropriate business and public policies. 

The pandemic is a shock.  By itself, it also serves as a catalyst for ongoing urban 
decentralization.  If we learn from the pandemic and improve public health measures and 
political responses, we’ll be much better prepared for future pandemics.  (And perhaps other 
shocks). 

Climate change, technological change (ubiquitous high-quality telecommunication, the Internet 
of Things, AI, virtual reality…), increased migration including growth in refugee populations are 
among trends that will fundamentally affect the location and form of cities going forward.  Will 
political systems rise to the challenges, or will continuing polarization and the attractions of 
“blood-and-soil” politics inhibit required responses? 
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